
 
Appendix Bii

REVIEW OF POLLING DISTRICTS AND POLLING PLACES 2022 
RETURNING OFFICER COMMENTS 
 

Following the conclusion of the Review of Polling Districts and Polling Place, please find my additional 
comments on the proposals which have been suggested following the completion of the review. 

BRG2 The Nucleus, Brunel Way, Dartford, Kent, DA1 5GA 
Although the Dartford Bridge Learning & Community Campus worked well as a dual polling station 
with BRG1, The Nucleus is closer to the electors in BRG2. I therefore support this suggestion as an 
alternative and feel it would be better than the Management Suite previously used. 

 

EBB1a Marketing Suite, Eastern Avenue, Western Cross, Ebbsfleet Valley, 
Kent 

I support the creation of this new polling district which is required for the electors of this new 
development as it is not practical for them to vote in the other polling places within the Ebbsfleet 
ward.  Until the community facilities have been built on this development, the use of the Marketing 
Suite offers a good solution, however over time I would suggest that the polling place is changed to a 
more suitable location.  I therefore request that the Council consider adopting the polling place as 
mobile unit or premise within the polling district to allow the flexibility for change if an alternative 
becomes available before the next polling review is conducted. 

 

HEA3 Orchards Garage, 157-161 Heath Lane (Upper), Dartford, Kent, DA1 
2TW 

This seems to be a better alternative than using a mobile unit on Heath Lane and is not located far 
from the previous arrangements. I therefore support this suggestion.  I note the concerns raised 
regarding pedestrian safety and believe that sufficient measures could be put in place. 

 

LNS1 / LNS2 Long Valley Hall Fawkham Road Longfield Kent DA3 7QP 
This would offer a better arrangement for the electors in the LNS1 polling district as the polling place 
would be closer.  The Jubilee Hall has previously received complaints and this would offer better 
facilities to elevate those.  

 

PRI1 1051 (Dartford) Air Cadets, Heath Lane (Lower) Dartford, Kent, DA1 
2QH 

The 9th Dartford (Morning Star) Scout Hall has worked well as a polling station, but this alternative 
proposal does offer better parking facilities and is very close to the current polling place.  However to 
allow flexibility as this facility has not been used before, I would ask that the Council consider 
adopting the polling place as a mobile unit or premises within the polling district to allow the flexibility 
for change if required. 

 

SCA1a Mobile Unit or premise within the Polling District or Neighbouring 
Polling District 

The creation of this new polling district seems a sensible proposal with the increased developments 
in the area.  However as no permanent polling place can be identified, the current polling 
arrangements may need to remain until an alternative polling place can be identified in the future. 

 

SCA1b Claire Tiltman Centre, Gantry Place, Cotton Lane, Stone, Greenhithe, 
Kent DA9 9FA 

This centre will offer a permanent solution as a polling place, as the mobile units have been placed in 
various locations within the polling district previously which can cause elector confusion. 

 

 



SHO2 Watling Street Cemetery Office, Watling Street, Dartford, Kent, DA2 
6AF 

Using the cemetery office as a polling place offers a better arrangement for the electors in this polling 
district who previously voted at The Brent School which was outside the polling district. 

 

SHO3a / SHO4a Dartford Judo Club, Cotton Lane, Dartford, Kent DA2 6PD 
As previously advised the splitting of this polling district is supported and the Judo Club had worked 
well previously as a polling place. 

 

WSH2 Hawley Garden Centre, Hawley Road, Hawley, Sutton at Hone, Dartford 
DA2 7RB 

The previous suggestion to change the Papermakers Arms as the polling place is no longer possible 
due to the public house closing.  However the suggestion of using Hawley Garden Centre seems a 
sensible alternative and would offer good polling arrangements. 


